Data Mining Final Presentation

- Dates: July 6\textsuperscript{th} and July 13\textsuperscript{th}
- Time slot: 25 + 5 min each group
- give every group member a fair share, exception: group member which have presented significantly less so far can do a little bit more
Hints I

● Structure your talk

● Try to make it a story. e.g.:
  - Intro – Problem Statement
  - Methods and Result
  - Conclusion
  - Consider your own “journey”

● Do not get lost in (too many) details
Hints II

- What did work, what did not?
- Lessons learned by you during the project
- Used machines and tools for (if it makes sense):
  - Databases
  - Data Mining / Machine Learning
  - Visualization
- There is the opportunity to record your presentation on video
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